
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
enterprise business. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for enterprise business

Understand and be able to run the various aspects of the NAV model
Provide support to various enhancements to CLV and NAV models
Develop and deliver reporting and analysis based on CLV and NAV models
including the monthly Cable Memo and 9-Box reports
Be able to effectively communicate complex development and analytical
methodologies succulently, tailored to the audience to which they are being
presented
Develop and build a strong field operations team
Develop strategy to grow
Define target industry and accounts
Develop right OEM/VAR and enable them to sell our solution by training,
developing sales tool and best practice
Strong leadership to achieve target revenue and opportunity
Organizes, plans, and directs Concept, Requirements, & Analysis activities for
large, complex initiatives that may span multiple LOBs

Qualifications for enterprise business

Individual with 10-15 years of solutions sales experience working with a
leading SI or ISV and a successful track record delivering business results for
large enterprise and government customers in Singapore and/or Malaysia
Ability to excel as an empowered individual contributor and manage multiple
projects simultaneously in a deadline-driven environment of high ambiguity
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Functional working knowledge of various business lines in the
banking/financial industry required
Experience developing model-based representations to collect, describe,
categorize, analyze, business capabilities, functions, activities and business
processes, identify linked relationships among roles, capabilities and
organizational units
Participate in all stages of the project life cycle including requirement
analysis, design, development and implementation
Ability to develop business architecture based on a situational awareness of
various business scenarios, tactical and strategic enterprise goals and
industry best practices


